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Title: Patristical ideas in the works of Matthias of Janov
The thesis treats of  the identification of ideas of church fathers in the work and thinking of Matthias of
Janov. The thesis consits of three main parts. First part deals with Matthias of Janov in broader context
of church tradition. Major political and theological developments that could have an impact on Matthias
theological work are presented in this section. Second part introduces life of Matthias of Janov and
identifies his major theological contributions. In the third part of the thesis, following explanation of
methodology used, the findings of the author are presented. Three areas were selected by the author and
researched in view of the identification of possible influance of church fathers in the Matthias of Janov
work: the idea of Antichrist, frequent eucharisty and condemnation of idolatry. The findings confirm a
strong influance of Augustin and Hieronymus in particular and other early church fathers on the
formation of the theology of Matthias of Janov in all three areas of the study. It was also noticed that
through the church fathers Matthias of Janov was strongly influenced by neoplatonism which was
documented on his idea of „The First Thruth“  
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